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Beginner-Friendly Quilts Dec 27 2019 These 14 quilts feature rotary cutting and quick piecing
techniques, for beginners as well as experienced quilters who prefer easy patterns.
Quilt a Koala Jun 13 2021 The popular author of the #1 bestseller A Quilter's Ark is back! This
whimsical collection of blocks and quilts features the unique birds and animals that inhabit Margaret
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Rolfe's native Australia. With the simplicity and accuracy of paper piecing, quilters at any skill level
can stitch these fanciful patchwork designs with ease.-- Eighteen lively animal and bird block
patterns, with charming designs ranging from a koala, kangaroo, and possum to a swan, pelican,
magpie, and owl-- Complete step-by-step instructions for 14 delightful quilts-- Creative ideas for
featuring finished blocks in a range of original quilt designs
Animal Quilts Jan 28 2020 "Title Page" -- "Table of Contents" -- "Introduction" -- "Getting Started" -"Equipment" -- "Paper Piecing" -- "Fabric Selection" -- "Projects" -- "Panda" -- "Monarch Butterfly" -"Rhino" -- "Night Owl" -- "Peacock" -- "Highland Cow" -- "Tiger" -- "Clydesdale Horse" -- "Polar Bear" - "Hunted" -- "Howl" -- "Swan" -- "General Techniques" -- "About the Author" -- "Acknowledgments" -"Suppliers" -- "Copyright
Landscape Quilts Jun 20 2019 Making gorgeous landscape quilts is easy with these step-by-step
instructions.
Nebraska Quilts and Quiltmakers Oct 25 2019 Features over one hundred quilts created from
Nebraska's territorial period to the 1980s, with descriptions of the patterns, materials, and
techniques and biographical sketches of the quiltmakers
Picture Piecing Sep 04 2020
Skip the Borders Jan 20 2022 Create quilts with simple designs, strong lines, and a modern
aesthetic. With this innovative collection, popular blogger and designer Julie Herman, the owner of
Jaybird Quilts, inspires you to create stunning quilts--without borders! Choose from 15 easy quilt
patterns where design is the star and fabric is the supporting actor Learn the structure of a
borderless quilt; explore various bindings and their effect on the overall look See what can be done
when color is used in bold ways to support a borderless quilt design
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Quilt Modern Curves & Bold Stripes Feb 27 2020 Sew fifteen inspired designs with strong lines
and quilted curves! Laced with retro-inspired circles and bold stripes, these modern quilts leave an
unforgettable impression. Piecing circles, half-circles, and quarter-circles is easier than you think,
and the authors will teach you to add movement and depth two ways—through easy strip sets or
stripe-printed fabric. These aren’t your typical Drunkard’s Path quilts, but distinctive quilts for
adventurous quilters! With block-based patterns, some improvisational piecing, and designs ranging
from beginner-friendly to complex, there’s something for everyone.
Applique' Takes Wing Mar 22 2022 In this follow-up to her first three books, amazing appliqué artist
Jane Townswick shares all-new blocks featuring beautiful birds and butterflies, along with her best
techniques for flawless appliqué. Sixteen original block patterns offer unique ideas, such as adding
iridescent fabrics for sparkle and shine Designs include a hummingbird, dragonfly, monarch
butterfly, and many more flying creatures Techniques reveal Jane?s secrets for invisible stitching,
no-template leaves, and free-form branches
Wild Blooms & Colorful Creatures Nov 18 2021 “Williams gives her appliqué a fresh new look by
mixing wool with linen and cotton . . . a folk art look with a bit of whimsy.” —The Applique Society
Newsletter Pick up your needle and create landscapes filled with fanciful flowers and creatures from
field, forest, and ocean. Designer Wendy Williams shows you how to make 15 appliqué projects in a
style that’s part folk, part contemporary, and entirely delightful. Easy freezer-paper techniques and
wool felt make the stitching go quickly. Add to the fun by embellishing with hand embroidery and
machine quilting. · 15 projects for all skill levels: quilts, pillows, bags, sewing kit, needle case, and
more · New ways to mix wool, cotton, and linen give your appliqué a fresh look · Includes
instructions for 13 embroidery stitches “Just gorgeous . . . Each of the 15 patterns has wonderfully
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bright colors that give a modern and whimsical feel to the designs.” —StitchDoodles “Can you use
wool, cotton, and linen in the same quilt? Absolutely! Wendy Williams proves it with this collection of
quilts, bags, pillows, and small gifts. Stitchers of all skill levels will enjoy the projects in this book.”
—Fons & Porter’s Love of Quilting “Colorful and whimsical designs.” —Quilter’s Companion
Magazine “This book is all about combining our traditional cotton prints with wool and linen, to add
a new dimension . . . There are wall quilts, runners, pillows, bags, and sewing notions galore.”—All
About Applique
For the Birds Jul 14 2021 The author of the topseller Needles and Notions returns with delightful
projects that spotlight a favorite topic-birds! Quilters of all abilities-even those who have never
paper pieced before-will be amazed at the accurate results they can achieve with this easy-to-learn
technique. Twenty-five fresh block motifs feature a variety of large and small birds, plus birdhouses
and feeders, butterflies, and a bird bath. Includes five whimsical wall-quilt patterns, as well as ideas
for finishing individual blocks as mini quilts for quick gifts. Full-size patterns make it easy to start a
project right away, while a primer on paper piecing will build beginner confidence.
Backyard Bird Quilts Aug 27 2022 Bring the beauty of backyard birds indoors to nest on your quilts,
table runners and pillows. &break;&break;Learn how to paper-piece 14 different bird blocks from
Backyard Bird Quilts that can be incorporated into any number of home decorating projects to
showcase both a love of quilting and an interest in bird watching. &break;&break;Renowned quilting
author Jodie Davis teaches you how to transform small fabric pieces into beautifully realistic
cardinals, hummingbirds, bluebirds, woodpeckers and more! &break;&break;You'll find:
&break;&break;Thorough Basics section walking you through the steps necessary to ensure your
paper-piecing success. &break;Easy-to-follow instructions with more than 200 how-to illustrations
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and 125 gorgeous photographs showing every detail needed to create 18 gorgeous projects.
&break;More than 40 pages of full-size paper-piecing templates to take the guesswork out of pattern
enlargements.
Watercolor Quilts Aug 23 2019 If you've ever dreamed of being an impressionist artist like Monet or
of capturing nature's beauty, light and luminosity in your quilts, Watercolor Quilts is the book for
you.--Back cover.
Feathered Friends Jul 26 2022 "18 beautiful paper-pieced blocks for bird lovers"--Provided by
publisher.
Birds in Toyland Oct 05 2020 Appliqué a whimsical Christmas quilt, pillow, and wall hanging with
Piece O' Cake Designs! Choose colorful cotton fabric or felted wool and sew a project in two merry
colorways. Includes detailed instructions for wool appliqué and needle turn appliqué.
Appliqué Quilts Jun 01 2020 24 projects including step-by-step instructions to make creating each
quilt a piece of cake.
Home Sweet Home Dec 07 2020 Best-selling authors Barb Adams and Alma Allen are back, this
time with quilts and projects celebrating the home, community and friendships! The featured quilt
has nine blocks reminiscent of early American sampler designs. Two versions of the quilt - one by
Barb, one by Alma - are included. PLUS there are a total of 13 other projects ... other quilts, a table
runner, hooked rug and more. Every page a delight.
Backyard Birds Sep 28 2022 The bestselling design team guides you in stitching up a flock of cheery
appliqué birds. Appliqué lovers, you’ll want to make all 12 of these endearing blocks featuring
robins, cardinals, orioles, and other feathered friends from the back yard. Designed in the lively
Piece O’ Cake style by Linda Jenkins and Becky Goldsmith, these blocks are bursting with fresh
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colors and are easy enough to be fun for stitchers of all levels. Pattern pack includes a 16-page
instruction booklet and full-size patterns for 12 blocks, plus appliqué borders, that make a 52” x 65”
quilt and instructions for a 4 block 39'' x 39'' quilt. Or mix and match your favorite blocks to perk up
quilts, pillows, tote bags, or apparel.
Quilting the Garden May 12 2021 Celebrate blooms and more as these bestselling authors combine
the love of gardening and quilting. Two versions of quilts are presented, plus many projects.
Cottage-Style Charm Aug 15 2021 Once you pick up your needle and thread, you won't want to put
them down! Enjoy stitching small and sweet quilted projects with embroidered accents, including a
table topper, pincushion, tote bag, wall hangings, and more. Create decor for your entire home with
designs you can customize with your favorite colors and fabrics Add simple embroidery motifs
including birds, flowers, hearts, and houses for the whimsical look you love Clear how-to illustrations
and beginner-friendly instructions are included
Sweet Tweets Feb 09 2021 Fall in love with cheery little birds that add the perfect touch of whimsy
to these simple, practical items. The magic happens with a unique style of raw-edge applique that's
similar to free-motion quilting, as if you were sketching with thread. Let your creativity soar with 11
quick projects. Get the look of hand embroidery without the handwork--almost all the stitching is
done by machine! Stitch patchwork patterns including a pillow, place mat, coaster, tote bag, and
small quilts Make personalized gifts for housewarmings, holidays, babies, and birthdays--this
technique works well on many types of projects Add crochet edging to several projects if you wish
(instructions are included)
Fancy Feathered Friends for Quilters Jul 02 2020 Charming bird designs were everywhere in the
late 1800s and early 1900s. They graced linens, china, fabric, jewelry, greeting cards, feed sacks,
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and more, and inevitably found their way into embroidery kits and quilt patterns, too. From the front
parlor, to the bedroom, to the kitchen, bird designs were indicative of the era. Susan McKelvey's
much-loved collection of antique bird design items inspired the designs in 'Fancy Feathered Friends
for Quilters.' Her aviary of exquisite birds, from the whimsical to the realistic, will enchant quilters
of every skill level. Two dozen patterns feature popular bluebirds, purple martins, doves, and
swallows, with blocks ranging in style from folk-art to Baltimore Album. Birds swoop in flight, flutter
over branches, stand in classic profile, and snuggle together as lovebirds. Susan adds vines, leaves,
flowers, branches, vases, and fruits to showcase each bird perfectly. To add to their versatility,
patterns can be appliqued, embroidered, or painted. Mix and match elements to create your own
unique designs. An extensive gallery of quilts beautifully showcases the designs, providing
inspiration and options. Susan shares her expertise on how to use ink pens to create shading and
outline details. A section on color shows how to use hue, value, and intensity to advantage.
A Bountiful Life Jun 25 2022 Karen Mowery presents her version of the infa mous Bird of Paradise
quilt top. Karen's version has been beautifully constructed to replicate the original quilt. The
personal story of the original quilter remains a mystery, which Karen has attempted to unravel.
ScrapTherapy® Cut the Scraps! May 24 2022 Presents a plan for disposing of scrap and remnant
fabrics by making them into quilts.
Dear Jane Oct 17 2021
99 Machine-Quilting Designs Sep 23 2019 Award-winning machine quilter and best-selling author
Christa Watson presents a new collection of dynamic machine-quilting ideas. Gain insight and
inspiration from step-by-step instructions for 35 walking-foot designs and 64 free-motion techniques,
plus dozens of variations.
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Pretty Birds Mar 30 2020 Create colorful peacocks, cheerful canaries, and adorable penguins with
these simple, beautiful projects to sew and love. With pattern templates included and step-by-step
instructions, you can creatively put together pretty bird crafts for your friends, and even more for
yourself! The birds you create are not just unique and cute decorations but also little critters than
can double as plushies, pillows, and more. Before you know it you'll have dozens of unique birds
decorating your home. Pretty Birds is a must-have for avid bird lovers and crafters alike.
Red & White Quilts Apr 23 2022 Generations of quilters have been captivated by the simple beauty
of red-and-white quilts. Today's quilters are no different. Whether it's humble patchwork or more
complex designs, a quilt stitched in only red and white fabrics speaks to the hearts of so many
quilters. In Red & White Quilts, 14 of our generation's top designers share their takes on red-andwhite quilts, ranging from vintage-inspired beauties to more modern styles. From patchwork to
applique to English paper piecing, designers including Lisa Bongean, Sue Daley, Kim Diehl, Victoria
Findlay Wolfe, Carrie Nelson, Camille Roskelley, and Jen Kingwell offer a one-of-a-kind collection
sure to inspire you to create your own legacies in red and white.
Great Granny Squared Jul 22 2019
A Quilting Life Nov 06 2020 “With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A Quilting Life is a
fine pick for any quilter looking to produce family-oriented keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft
Shelf Bring the handmade tradition home with these charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired
by a grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri McConnell gives
traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics
by some of today’s most popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table
runners, and larger quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts. “Sherri’s book is a
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treasure! It’s full of fun and straight-forward patterns for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and
more—all the goodies to make a cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the opportunity to
make tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this could be the reference
book that will get you started. There are 19 projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items
but including some larger quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful inspiration if you are
a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource with clear and in some cases, simple patterns for
newbies as well.” —Diary of a Quilter “Color photos of finished needlework projects accompany stepby-step diagrams and assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering materials and cutting
allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf
Contemporary Quilts Apr 30 2020 The quilts featured in this collection, are rich with metaphors,
stories and the history of a tradition that dates back centuries and showcase the best and most
exciting of quilting being done today.
Quilt a Koala Aug 03 2020 The popular author of the #1 bestseller A Quilter's Ark is back! This
whimsical collection of blocks and quilts features the unique birds and animals that inhabit Margaret
Rolfe's native Australia. With the simplicity and accuracy of paper piecing, quilters at any skill level
can stitch these fanciful patchwork designs with ease. -- Eighteen lively animal and bird block
patterns, with charming designs ranging from a koala, kangaroo, and possum to a swan, pelican,
magpie, and owl -- Complete step-by-step instructions for 14 delightful quilts -- Creative ideas for
featuring finished blocks in a range of original quilt designs
Little Birds Feb 21 2022 This guide presents 26 original craft projects of all kinds—from quilts to
mobiles, soft sculptures, ornaments and more—all featuring delightful birds! Whether you’re looking
for the perfect handmade gift or you want to create your own menagerie, the 26 craft projects in
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Little Birds will let your imagination take flight! Featuring designs by Mika Yamamura, Robin
Kingsley, Heidi Allred and others, this volume covers a range of styles, from artistic to folksy to
whimsical. These beginner-friendly projects work well with scraps, fat quarters, and upcycled
fabrics. They also feature a variety of materials and embellishments. From budgies to owls to
peacocks, these feathered friends will make your heart sing!
Cute & Clever Totes Apr 11 2021 Create and customize fun, stylish bags with these projects using
paper piecing, from the author of Sew Magical. With all they do for us, don’t purses deserve to have
a little fun? Sew 6 easy bags for your everyday life, each featuring an adorable 8? paper-pieced
block. Add an airplane pocket to your travel bag or a fancy fox to your drawstring tote—just sew by
number and have fun watching the images appear! Use any block with any bag, and save some extra
blocks for fun quilts, pillows, or potholders—you’ll make an endless array of personalized gifts for
friends and family. Paper piece with less waste thanks to the author’s time-saving tips! • Pick your
bag and pick your block for playful totes with paper-pieced blocks in 96 combinations • Bags so cute,
you can’t make just one! Sew 6 versatile projects from a market tote to a messenger bag •
Personalize your bags with 16 crazy-cute paper-pieced blocks—each with full-size templates
Kaffe Fassett's Bold Blooms Sep 16 2021 Drawing inspiration from the natural beauty of flowers,
Kaffe Fassett’s Bold Blooms invites crafters to explore the behind-the-scenes process and fascinating
design methods used to create Kaffe’s bold fabrics and modern color palettes—from “sketching”
with fabric swatches to creating mood boards and renderings to sewing visually striking quilts.
Featured throughout are 18 new quilt patterns and seven new needlepoints. Ideas bloom on each
page as eye-catching artwork, inventive quilt designs, needlepoint canvases, and bold ribbon
patterns grow from concept to completion. Renowned for his use of color, Kaffe creates unique
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palettes from nature and his surroundings to create color “moods”—from neutrals and soft pastels to
rich, dark tones—and he shares his design ideas, practical quilting advice, and needlepoint
techniques useful to both novice and seasoned crafters throughout these colorful projects. With an
emphasis on patchwork and needlework, the inventive designs and fresh color palettes translate to
many creative disciplines ranging from mosaic, beading, fiber arts, embroidery, floral arrangements,
and home décor. Accessible to quilting and sewing beginners and experts alike, the lively floral
designs on each page are sure to inspire and send readers off on a color-filled creative journey,
offering something for makers of all skill levels.
Wild Birds Oct 29 2022 Carol again presents charming images inspired by her personal
observations of nature. Use the designs of your favorite feathered friends to applique onto quilts,
clothing, and home decor items. Complete directions for 8 projects. Includes 22 full-size patterns of
birds such as Robin, Baltimore Oriole, Carolina Wren, Northern Cardinal, Killdeer, Hummingbird,
Meadowlark, Redheaded Woodpecker, and many others. Detailed how-to instructions teach Carol's
lightbox applique technique, a no-template method suitable for beginners as well as more
experienced appliquers. Carol's unique background quilting patterns create shades and textures.
Learn how to design bird patterns inspired by your own backyard visitors.
Birds' in the Air Mar 10 2021 Shows how to make a quilt using the "birds in the air" pattern.
My Whimsical Quilt Garden Dec 19 2021 Includes an instruction booklet, 43 color photos, 22
black-and-white illustrations and full-size patterns for 20 bird and flower quilt blocks, which can be
mixed and matched to create scores of variations. Original.
New Patchwork & Quilting Basics Nov 25 2019 Build your quilting skills with this beginner’s
guide featuring 12 modern projects using basic patchwork, appliqué, curves, and foundation paper
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piecing. Quilt designer Jo Avery has a wealth of experience teaching beginner and intermediate
quilters at her popular workshops and retreats. In New Patchwork & Quilting Basics, she guides you
through 12 quilt projects using basic pieced strips, squares, and triangles. Jo’s easy-to-follow
instructions make it easy to learn new skills while making your own stylish quilts and other projects.
Before long, you’ll have the confidence and expertise to tackle virtually any quilt pattern!
Sew Very Easy Quilt Favorites Jan 08 2021 Learn quilting basics from a YouTube sensation and
practice your skills with 12 fun projects suitable for all skill levels. Her instructional videos have
inspired thousands to start sewing. Now for the first time, sew-lebrity Laura Coia shares written
patterns for the most loved video tutorials on her “Sew Very Easy” YouTube channel! Learn the
basics of quilt making, from cutting and pressing to borders and finishing. Then practice your skills
with a dozen beautiful projects—quilts you’ll come back to time and time again—all suitable for
beginners and beyond.
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